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Abstract: Clouds affect the assimilation of microwave data from satellites and therefore the detection
of clouds is important under both clear sky and cloudy conditions. We introduce a new cloud detection
method based on the assimilation of data from the advanced microwave sounder unit A (AMSU-A)
and the microwave humidity sounder (MHS) into the global and regional assimilation and prediction
system (GRAPES) and use forecast experiments to evaluate its impact. The new cloud detection
method can retain more observational data than the current method in GRAPES, thereby improving
the assimilation of AMSU-A data. Verification of the method showed that, by improving the forecast
of the lower-level air temperature and geopotential height, the new cloud detection method improved
the forecast of the track of two typhoons. The forecast of a large-scale weather system in GRAPES
was also improved by the new method in the later period of the forecast.
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1. Introduction

The application of satellite data in numerical weather forecasting entered a new era when it became
possible to directly assimilate satellite radiance data into a variational data assimilation system [1,2].
The direct assimilation of satellite data reduces the restriction caused by insufficient observational
data. The continued increase in the amount of observational data from satellites and the improvement
in assimilation methods has helped to improve the accuracy of the initial condition in numerical
prediction models.

Microwave sounding data from satellites was first available from the microwave sounder unit
(MSU) [3], followed by data from the advanced microwave sounder unit (AMSU-A/B), the microwave
humidity sounder (AMSU-A/MHS) [4] and the advanced technology microwave sounder (ATMS) [5].
The AMSU-A and MHS are currently onboard the NOAA-18, NOAA-19 and European Meteorological
Satellites Meteorological Operations Platform A, B, and C (MetOp-A, MetOp-B, and MetOp-C).
The ATMS is currently onboard on the US Suomi-NPP and JPSS-1 satellites. Early Chinese FengYun
meteorological satellites (e.g., FY-3A and FY-3B) carry the microwave temperature sounder-1 (MWTS-1),
which is similar to the MSU, and the microwave humidity sounder-1 (MWHS-1). Since the launch of
the FY-3C satellite on 23 September 2013, Chinese polar-orbiting meteorological satellites have been
equipped with the MWTS-2 and MWHS-2, which have a unique practicability and higher horizontal
resolution [6].

The AMSU-A data are currently the most influential observational data in almost all operational
forecast systems. The assimilation of microwave sounding data can effectively improve global forecasts,
especially in the southern hemisphere and oceanic areas [7–12]. The assimilation of AMSU-A data is
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also widely used in regional weather forecasts, especially forecasts of extreme weather events, such as
typhoons and heavy rainfall [13–17].

Because satellites observe the Earth from space, the application of satellite observations has always
been restricted by clouds. Although microwaves can penetrate some clouds, measurements are affected
by scattering and the reflection of the surface radiance by the clouds. However, because satellite
data from cloudy areas contain abundant information about changes in the weather, it is important
to assimilate radiance data from these regions and to describe the characteristics of clouds and their
effects on microwave radiance data as reasonably as possible [18–23]. Many studies still focus on
improving the assimilation of clear sky data due to the complexity of the influence of clouds and our
insufficient understanding of the thermal and dynamic processes within them, as well as deficiencies
in the ability of numerical models to simulate clouds [24–27].

An accurate method to detect clouds is a prerequisite for the effective assimilation of satellite
data under both clear and cloudy skies and several effective cloud detection methods have been
developed for the AMSU-A. For example, Bennartz et al. [28] used the brightness temperature of
several AMSU-A and MHS channels to construct a scattering index to detect data contaminated
by clouds. Cloud detection is applied in the gridpoint statistical interpolation assimilation system
(GSI) based on a cloud liquid water path (LWP) index calculated from the brightness temperature
difference between observation and simulation of channel 1 and 2 over ocean and channel 4 and 6
over land [29]. A scattering index is also used for detecting clouds in AMSU-A data in the global and
regional assimilation and prediction system (GRAPES). However, these two cloud detection methods
are empirical methods and lack a solid physical foundation, relying heavily on the background field.
When the accuracy of the background field is poor, this leads to a significant bias in the simulated
brightness temperature and the detection of clouds is prone to serious errors.

Zou et al. [30] merged the liquid water path (LWP) and the ice water path (IWP) physically retrieved
from the AMSU-A and MHS measurement channels and proposed a one-stream cloud detection method
over the ocean. The results were implemented in the gridpoint statistical interpolation assimilation
system and the forecast results show that this new cloud detection method improved the forecast of
rainfall in the advanced research weather research and forecasting model. However, this study only
evaluated the impact of the one-stream cloud detection method on the assimilation of MHS data and
only operated on the regional model covering the USA, so the global applicability of this method needs
further research. Based on the latest version of the GRAPES global model, we introduced the AMSU-A
and MHS one-stream cloud detection method into the GRAPES assimilation system and evaluated
the impact of the new cloud detection method on the assimilation of AMSU-A data with the aim of
improving the forecasting ability of GRAPES.

The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces the GRAPES_GFS, 4DVAR assimilation
system and the one-stream cloud detection scheme. Section 3 evaluates the effects of the one-stream
cloud detection scheme. Section 4 describes the experimental design and the analysis of the results.
Section 5 provides a summary and discussion.

2. Model and Methods

2.1. GRAPES System

China initiated the development of the new generation global/regional multiscale unified
assimilation and prediction system GRAPES in 2001 and completed the development of the basic data
assimilation and model prediction system over the next few years [31–34]. A global/regional unified
three-dimensional variation (3DVAR) assimilation system was later established for GRAPES [35,36],
followed by a 3DVAR assimilation system with coordinates and variable definitions that exactly
match the GRAPES forecast model [37]. An operational 4DVAR assimilation system replaced the
3DVAR assimilation system in 2017. This system has been upgraded many times [37–39] and its
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medium-term forecast performance is now better than that of the 3DVAR assimilation, especially in
the southern hemisphere.

This work used GRAPES_GFS version 2.4. The prediction model uses a fully compressible,
non-static equilibrium dynamic equation set in which the horizontal direction is the global latitude
and longitude grid distributed for the Arakawa-C staggered network and the vertical direction
uses terrain-following coordinates and the Charney–Phillipes non-uniform layered discretization
scheme with the two time-step semi-implicit and semi-Lagrangian algorithm. The GRAPES_GFS 2.4
data assimilation scheme is a 4DVAR scheme and uses an incremental analysis method. There are
60 vertical layers, the horizontal resolution is 0.25◦ × 0.25◦ and the assimilation time-step is six
hours. The GRAPES-4DVAR scheme selects the standardized pressure π or potential temperature
θ, the zonal wind component u, the meridional wind component v and the specific humidity q
as the analysis variables. The transformed flow function ψ, the unbalanced velocity potential
function χ, the unbalanced dimensionless air pressure πu, and the specific humidity q are used as the
control variables.

2.2. One-Stream Cloud Detection Method over the Oceans

The AMSU-A has 15 channels and can detect the air temperature from the ground to the lower
stratosphere, whereas the MHS has five channels and is mainly used to detect water vapor information
in the mid- and lower troposphere. Table 1 shows the relevant information for each channel of the
AMSU-A and MHS. The two low-frequency channels (channels 1 and 2) of the AMSU-A can be used
to retrieve the LWP over the ocean, whereas the two high-frequency channels (channels 1 and 2)
of the MHS can be used to retrieve the IWP over both the ocean and land [40,41]. If the AMSU-A
and MHS data are combined into one stream of data, then information about the LWP and IWP can
be obtained at the same time. Data contaminated by either water clouds or ice clouds can then be
eliminated simultaneously.

Table 1. AMSU-A and MHS channel information.

Instrument Channel Central Frequency
(GHz) Polarization Height of Peak Energy

Contribution (hPa)

AMSU-A

1 23.80 V Surface
2 31.40 V Surface
3 50.30 V Surface
4 52.80 V Surface
5 53.59 ± 0.115 H 700
6 54.40 H 400
7 54.94 V 270
8 55.50 H 180
9 f0 = 57.29 H 90
10 f0 ± 0.217 H 50
11 f0 ± 0.322 ± 0.048 H 25
12 f0 ± 0.322 ± 0.022 H 12
13 f0 ± 0.322 ± 0.010 H 5
14 f0 ± 0.322 ± 0.004 H 2
15 89.00 H Surface

MHS

1 89.0 V Surface
2 157.0 V Surface
3 183.31 ± 1.0 V 800
4 183.31 ± 3.0 H 600
5 183.31 ± 7.0 H 400

The first step in the new cloud detection method is collocation. The AMSU-A and MHS are
both cross-track microwave radiometers and the two instruments are usually carried on the same
polar-orbiting satellite, so the time deviation between the two observations is negligible. The spatial
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resolution of the AMSU-A at nadir is about 48 km, whereas the spatial resolution of the MHS is about
17 km. This means that one AMSU-A scan line can cover three MHS scan lines. This proportional
relationship not only exists in the coverage of scan lines, but also in the spatial resolution of the field of
view (FOV). The orbital width of the AMSU-A and MHS are about 2226.8 and 2348 km, respectively,
and therefore there are 30 and 90 FOVs in each AMSU-A and MHS scan line, respectively. Although the
spatial resolution of the FOV increases with the increase in the scan angle, the similar orbital widths
retain the ratio of one to three between the spatial resolution of AMSU-A FOV and the MHS FOV.
Collocation can therefore be easily achieved if it is assumed that one AMSU-A FOV corresponds to
nine MHS FOVs.

Figure 1 shows the correspondence between the AMSU-A FOV (black circles) and the MHS FOV
(red dots) of the NOAA-19 satellite in southeast Asia at 0000 h UTC on 9 August 2019. After the
collocation, nine observations from the MHS are matched to one AMSU-A observation. The LWP
and IWP can be retrieved from the collocated AMSU-A and MHS data simultaneously. The 2-m
air temperature and surface winds from the background field are used as auxiliary data. For each
AMSU-A FOV, the accumulated IWP retrieved from the nine collocated MHS FOVs is used as the IWP
information. When either the LWP or IWP is >0.02 g/kg, the corresponding AMSU-A observation
will be rejected as cloud-contaminated data. To evaluate the impact of the cloud detection method,
only the AMSU-A data over clear skies are assimilated, so observations contaminated by clouds will
be removed.

Figure 1. Spatial distribution of the observational position of the AMSU-A (black circles) and MHS
(red dots) onboard the NOAA-19 satellite over southeast Asia at 0000 UTC 9 August 2019.

3. Evaluation of the One-Stream Cloud Detection Method

Figure 2 shows the spatial distribution of the LWP (Figure 2a) and IWP (Figure 2b) retrieved
from the AMSU-A and MHS observations obtained by the MetOp-A satellite over southeast Asia
during the time period 0900–1500 UTC 8 August 2019. Figure 2c shows the spatial distribution of the
MODIS cloud classification products over southeast Asia between 0300 and 0900 UTC 8 August 2019.
The MODIS cloud classification product was obtained by combining the cloud optical thickness and
the cloud-top pressure in the MOD06_L2 product [42,43] Q. The most notable feature in Figure 2c is
the large areas of cloud caused by two simultaneous typhoons, Lekima and Rosa, over the ocean to the
east of China. Although there is a time lag between the two sets of data, it is clear from Figure 2 that
the LWP accurately identifies the cloudy areas over the ocean, with the large value area of the LWP in
the western Pacific Ocean corresponding to the deep convective spiral cloud masses of the typhoon
and the convective cloud masses on the western side of the Philippines. The banded large LWP region
in the northern Indian Ocean corresponds to deep convective and cirrocumulus clouds over the ocean.
The extensive area covered by the large LWP in the southern Indian Ocean corresponds to cumulus
and cirrus clouds over the ocean. The IWP is good at identifying deep convective and cirrus clouds
over the ocean, especially the cirrus clouds missed by the LWP, such as those around the typhoons
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and banded convective cloud systems in the upper right corner of the region. More accurate cloud
detection results can therefore be obtained by combining the two streams of data.

Figure 2. Spatial distribution of the integral whole-layer (a) LWP and (b) IWP from 0900 to 1500
UTC and (c) the MODIS cloud classification products during 0300–0900 UTC over southeast Asia on
8 August 2019.
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To further verify the one-stream cloud detection method, the results were also compared with
those obtained using the current cloud detection method in the GRAPES system. In this method,
two criteria are used to remove cloudy AMSU-A data over the ocean. The first is the scattering index
IS, which is defined as:

IS = TEB15 − TB15, (1)

TEB15 = a + b × TB1 + c × TB2 + d × TB3. (2)

where TB1, TB2, TB3, and TB15 correspond to brightness temperatures of the AMSU-A channels 1, 2,
3, and 15, respectively, and the coefficients a, b, c, and d are obtained from the ATOVS and AVHRR
pre-processing package [44]. If IS > 16, then the corresponding data from AMSU-A channels 1–8
are removed.

The difference between the observed (O) and simulated (B) brightness temperatures of AMSU-A
channel 4 is taken as the second criteria. If the |O − B| of AMSU-A channel 4 is >1.2 K, then the data
from AMSU-A channels 1–8 are rejected as cloudy data. This criterion is also applied to locate cloudy
data over land: if |O − B| is >1.5 K, then the data from AMSU-A channel 7 are defined as cloudy data
and the data from AMSU-A channels 1–6 are not assimilated, irrespective of whether they are in a clear
sky or cloudy region.

Figure 3 shows the spatial distribution of AMSU-A data from the MetOp-A satellite assimilated
by the GRAPES system in southeast Asia after cloud detection using the one-stream method and
the method currently used in GRAPES during the time period 0900–1500 h UTC on 8 August 2019.
The green circles are the data retained by both methods, the blue circles represent the data retained by
the new method only and the red circles are the data retained by the GRAPES method only. The LWP
and IWP retrieved from observations of AMSU-A and MHS onboard the MetOp-A satellite are shown
as shaded areas. The new method retains more AMSU-A observations, especially over the Indian
Ocean, where the scattering index identifies all the area as cloudy. In the ocean to the east of China,
the new detection method retains AMSU-A data over the clear sky area between the two typhoons.
Apart from some data rejected by the new method in the south of Indonesia, the two methods show
good consistency.

Figure 3. Cont.
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Figure 3. Spatial distribution of the data from the AMSU-A onboard the MetOp-A satellite assimilated
by the GRAPES system at 0900 UTC 8 August 2019. The green circles are the data retained by both
cloud detection methods, the blue circles are the data retained only by the new method and the red
circles are the data retained only by the current GRAPES method. The shaded areas represent the
(a) LWP and (b) IWP retrieved from the observations of the AMSU-A and MHS onboard the MetOp-A
satellite during the time period 0900–1500 UTC 8 August 2019.

4. Experimental Design and Analysis of Batch Assimilation Test Results

To test the impact of the new cloud detection method on the forecast of the GRAPES system,
two assimilation experiments were conducted: a control experiment (CTRL) using the GRAPES cloud
detection scheme and a sensitivity experiment (ODS) using the one-stream cloud detection scheme.
To be as similar as possible to the operational experiments, we conducted the experiments using the
Sugon supercomputer at the China Meteorological Administration. Both sets of experiments contained
both conventional data and satellite data for operational assimilation, such as AMSU-A, AIRS, ATMS,
MWTS, and MWHS. All the settings followed the operational run scenario, except for the AMSU-A
data. Only the AMSU-A data from the NOAA-19 and MetOp-A/B satellites were assimilated and the
procedures for bias correction and quality control were consistent for both experiments, although the
cloud detection scheme was different. The experiments started at 0300 UTC on 7 August and ended at
2100 UTC 10 August 2019. The six-hour forecast from the previous forecast was used as the background
field for the next forecast and the 168-h forecasts were made after each assimilation.

Two typhoons appeared in the ocean to the east of China on 8 August 2019. The typhoon closest
to China was Lekima, which was generated in the ocean to the northeast of the Philippines and was
officially upgraded to a typhoon at 1300 UTC 7 August 2019 and then further upgraded to a super
typhoon by the National Meteorological Center at 0700 UTC 8 August. The typhoon moved along the
east coast of China and made landfall in Zhejiang province at 2100 UTC 10 August 2019. The maximum
wind speed near the center of the typhoon reached 52 m/s, which meant that it was the strongest
typhoon to make landfall in China until 2019. Typhoon Rosa was generated from a tropical disturbance
to the northwest of Guam and was officially upgraded to a typhoon on 8 August 2019. Rosa moved
northwest before turning into the Sea of Japan to the south of Japan, made landfall in Japan on the
morning of August 15 and died out after 16 August.
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The experiment starting from 0900 UTC 8 August 2019 was selected to analyze the impact of the
two cloud detection methods on the forecast of the two typhoons. Figure 4 shows the air temperature
and wind vector analyses for the ODS experiment at 500 hPa (Figure 4a) and 700 hPa (Figure 4b) at
0900 UTC 8 August 2019 and the spatial distribution of the difference in the air temperature analyses
between the two experiments in southeast Asia. Figure 3 shows that the new method retains more
observations over the ocean to the east of China and in the Indian Ocean and there are significant
differences in the air temperature analysis in these two areas. The 700-hPa air temperature is lower in
the ODS experiment than in the CTRL experiment in the ocean to the east of China, but the difference
was reversed at 500 hPa, where the air temperature of the ODS experiment was higher than that of the
CTRL experiment.

Figure 4. Spatial distribution of the air temperature (contours; units: ◦C) and winds (vectors; units:
m/s) at (a) 500 and (b) 700 hPa for the ODS experiment at 0900 UTC 8 August 2019. The shading
represents the difference in the air temperature between the two experiments (ODS−CTRL; units: ◦C).

Figure 5 presents cross-sections of the differences in the air temperature and geopotential height
analyses between the two experiments (ODS–CTRL) at 0900 h UTC on 8 August 2019 to further clarify
the impact of the increased assimilation of observations on the air temperature analysis. The location
of the cross-sections is shown by the black line in Figure 4b, with the southeast-northwest line
corresponding to the (a) and the southwest-northeast line corresponding to the (b). The temperature
differences show a vertical distribution between the positive and negative phases; both cross-sections
have negative temperature differences below 500 hPa, with a large value center located near 700 hPa.
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This means that the negative differences in the air temperature analysis are probably caused by the
assimilation of the extra observations from AMSU-A channel 5, the peak weighting function of which
is around 700 hPa. The differences in geopotential height of these two cross-sections show a good
consistency. For the atmosphere below 700 hPa, the geopotential height in the ODS experiment is
increased in the areas corresponding to the negative temperature differences at this height, but for
the upper atmosphere above 700 hPa, the geopotential height is decreased obviously, the negative
differences are up to −4 gpm, with the center mainly located at 200 hPa.

Figure 5. Cross-sections of differences in the analyses of the air temperature (shaded; units: ◦C) and
the geopotential height (contours; units: gpm) between the two experiments (ODS−CTRL) at 0900 UTC
8 August, 2019. The location of the cross-sections is shown by the black line in Figure 4b, with the
southeast-northwest line corresponding to the (a) and the southwest-northeast line corresponding to
the (b).

However, it should be pointed out that because the cloud top temperature is generally lower than
the low-level atmospheric temperature, if the data of channel 5 in the cloud area is assimilated by
accident, it may also lead to negative temperature increment in the low-level atmosphere. However,
LWP and IWP retrieval methods have been applied in operational, and the above comparison results
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with MODIS products also prove the correctness of the new method. In addition, the long-term
performance evaluation results of the GRAPES model also show that the lower atmospheric temperature
of GRAPES has a positive systematic bias [45], so the negative temperature analysis increment in the
low-level atmosphere here also conforms to the model error characteristics. Therefore, we have reason
to believe that the negative temperature increment is caused by correct assimilation of clear sky data.

Figure 6 shows the spatial distribution of the sea level pressure (SLP) for Lekima and Rosa at the
0900 h UTC on 8 August 2019 and the difference in SLP between the ODS and CTRL experiments
(ODS−CTRL). The initial module of the typhoon is included in GRAPES, so the forecast typhoon
centers are consistent with the observations in the initial stage, the best track data of typhoons come
from the Typhoon Network of the National Meteorological Center (http://typhoon.nmc.cn/web.html).
The new cloud detection method provides a positive adjustment with a maximum of 0.4 hPa to the
SLP to the south of the two typhoon centers, which is consistent with the results in Figure 5.

Figure 6. Spatial distribution of the SLP (shaded, units: hPa) for the CTRL experiment at 0900
UTC 8 August 2019 and the SLP difference between ODS and CTRL (contours at 0.05 hPa interval,
ODS–CTRL). The observed central positions of typhoons (a) Lekima and (b) Rosa are indicated by
typhoon markers; the white typhoon markers represent the central positions at the current time.

Figure 7a,b show the spatial distribution of differences in the SLP forecast between the ODS and
CTRL experiments at the three- and 57-h forecasts, respectively. The difference is not significant for the
three-hour forecast. However, the low center of the SLP (solid contours) in the ODS experiment is
clearly further north than that in the CTRL experiment (dashed contours) for the 57-h forecast and is
also closer to the observed center of the typhoon. This indicates that the lower air temperature and
higher pressure to the southeast of the typhoon led to an increase in the speed of movement of the
typhoon in the ODS forecast.

Rosa had been rotating near the place where it was generated in the early stages of formation,
so the speed of movement was significantly slower than that of Lekima, which increased the difficulty
of the forecast. Rosa moved northward on 12 August, 2019 and approached southern Japan. Figure 7c,d
show the SLP forecast of the ODS and CTRL experiments at 105 and 123 h. Both forecasts show
premature turning and the forecast typhoon centers are further to the east than the observed centers,
although the low center of the SLP in the ODS experiment is closer to the observations. The improved
effect of the new method becomes clearer with an increase in the forecast time.

http://typhoon.nmc.cn/web.html
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Figure 7. Spatial distribution of the forecasted SLP of ODS (solid contours at 2-hPa interval) and
CTRL (dashed contours at 2-hPa interval) and their differences (ODS-CTRL, shaded) at (a) 1200 UTC
8 August 2019 (3-h forecast), (b) 1800 UTC 10 August 2019 (57-h forecast), (c) 1800 UTC 12 August 2019
(105-h forecast) and (d) 1200 UTC 13 August 2019 (123-h forecast). The locations of the observed centers
of (a,b) Lekima and (c,d) Rosa are indicated by typhoon markers; the white typhoon markers represent
the central positions at that particular time.

Forecasts of the geopotential height at 500 hPa were further evaluated by comparison with the
final analysis (FNL) data [46]. Figure 8 shows the mean bias (solid curves) and standard deviation
(dashed curves) of the difference between the forecasts and the FNL data (FNL−CTRL, FNL−ODS) with
the forecast time for the geopotential height at 500 hPa and the air temperature at 300 hPa. The blue
curves represent the difference between the ODS and the FNL data (FNL−ODS), whereas the black
curves represent the differences between the CTRL forecast and the FNL data (FNL−CRL). Figure 8a
shows that with an increase in the forecast time, the mean bias remained slightly positive (about 2 gpm)
for the first 110 h, but then quickly shifted to a negative bias as high as −8 gpm, while the standard
deviation gradually increased. The mean bias and the standard deviation of the two experiments were
similar in the first 110 h, after which the bias and standard deviation of the ODS experiment were
stable, but smaller, than in the CTRL experiment.
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Figure 8. Mean (solid lines) and standard deviation (dashed lines) of the differences of (a) geopotential
height at 500 hPa and (b) atmospheric temperature at 300 hPa between the ODS/CTRL forecasts and
the FNL forecasts (FNL–ODS, blue lines; FNL−CTRL, black lines) varying with the forecast time in the
region (20–60◦N, 0–360◦E).

Similar to the results for the geopotential height at 500 hPa, the turning point for the bias of the air
temperature at 300 hPa also occurred at about 110 h, before which the mean bias fluctuated around the
zero value for both experiments. The bias rapidly changed to a positive value after 110 h, which could
be as high as 0.25 K. The ODS experiment gave better results than the CTRL experiment after 110 h for
both the mean bias and the standard deviation. This indicates that our new method can reduce the
rapid growth of the error in the later period of forecasts.

Figure 9 shows the biases (Figure 9a) and standard deviations (Figure 9b) for the vertical differences
in air temperature between the FNL and forecast (FNL−ODS, solid lines; FNL−CTRL, dashed lines)
data at three (black curves), 81 (red curves) and 165 (blue curves) forecast hours in the region (20–60◦N,
0–360◦E). The difference between the two experiments becomes increasingly evident with the increase
in forecast time. Figure 9b shows that the improvement effect first appears at 200–700 hPa and then
expands to all levels of the model; this corresponds well with the results of the previous incremental
analysis in Figures 4 and 5.
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Figure 9. (a) Mean biases and (b) standard deviations of the vertical differences of temperature between
the FNL and forecast data (FNL−ODS, solid lines; FNL-CTRL, dashed) at 3 (black lines), 81 (red lines)
and 165 (blue lines) different forecast times in the region (20–60◦N, 0–360◦E).

An overall evaluation of the level of forecasts for large-scale weather systems is given by the
anomaly correlation coefficient (ACC) of the 500 hPa height forecasts. Figure 10 gives the mean value
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of the ACC of the 500 hPa geopotential height between the FNL and three-hour forecasts of the ODS
(blue) and CTRL (red) experiments from 0900 UTC 8 August 2019 to 0900 UTC 9 August 2019. The blue
histograms represent the 95% confidence levels. The ACCs of the two experiments decrease with the
increase in forecast time, but the ACCs of the ODS experiment are higher than those of the CTRL
experiment from 12 h. The improvement effect became clearer with the increase in forecast time and
the differences in the ACC were significant from 120 h.

Figure 10. The ACC of the geopotential height at 500 hPa in the northern hemisphere between the FNL
data and the forecasts of the two experiments (blue curve is for ODS experiment, red curve is for the
CTRL) from 0900 UTC 8 August to 0900 UTC 9 August 2019. The blue curve is the ACC difference
between ODS and CTRL (ODS–CTRL), the blue histograms represent the 95% confidence levels.

The comparison results of the ACC were similar for the 6-h interval rolling experiments from 7 to
10 August 2019 (Figure 11), but the improvement was relatively weak. The ACC was improved by the
new cloud detection system from 48 h and the improvement effect became increasingly clear with the
increase in forecast time, and the differences pass the significant test after 144 h, which shows that the
new method has a significant positive impact on the forecast of the GRAPES.

Figure 11. Same as Figure 10 except for the ACC between the FNL data and the rolling forecasts of the
two experiments from 0300 UTC 7 August 2019 to 2100 UTC 10 August 2019 at 6-h intervals.
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5. Discussion and Conclusions

The AMSU-A and MHS have both been onboard the polar-orbiting NOAA-18 satellite since it was
launched, but the data from the two instruments have always been assimilated separately. We merged
the data from the two instruments by matching nine MHS FOVs to one AMSU-A FOV and combined
the LWP and IWP retrieved from the two instruments to provide a more accurate cloud detection
method for the AMSU-A data.

The new cloud detection method was implemented in GRAPES and four-day rolling experiments
were conducted to evaluate its impact. The results show that the new cloud detection method can
accurately identify cloud radiance and retain more observations than the method currently used in the
GRAPES system. The assimilation of the extra AMSU-A data improved the track forecast of typhoon
Lekima by adjusting the air temperature and potential height fields at the center and periphery of the
typhoon. The error in premature turning was reduced for the forecast of the track of typhoon Rosa,
which moved the forecast track closer to the observed track.

The effect of the new method on the forecast of two large-scale weather systems was also examined
by comparing the forecasts with the FNL analysis data. The results show that both the mean bias and
the standard deviation of the air temperature and geopotential height forecasts are reduced in the new
method and the improvement becomes clearer with an increase in the forecast time. The ACCs of the
500 hPa height forecasts are also increased in the new method for both the case results and rolling
forecasts. All our results show that the new method can improves the GRAPES forecast of large-scale
weather systems.

This study shows the positive impact of the one-stream cloud detection method on GRAPES
forecasts by improving the quality control of the AMSU-A data. The potential value of this method
will be further explored by applying it to the microwave temperature sounder and MHS onboard
polar-orbiting satellites in the Chinese FY-3 series.
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